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Abstract—With the evolution of wireless technologies, 5G and Beyond (5GB) communication is paving a way for efficient, ultra-reliable, low-latent, and high converging services for the Internet of Things (IoT). Along with efficient communication, the security of messages is one of the concerns which must be maintained throughout the operations. Backhaul forms an essential part of 5GB with an ability to enhance the coverage and quality of service for IoT. However, conventional wired backhaul connection would cost operators thousands of dollars in the construction of 5GB infrastructure considering the ultra-dense nature of IoT. As a result, wireless backhaul is quickly becoming a feasible alternative to address 5GB’s direction towards network densification without affecting its other provisions. Wireless backhaul is expected to increase the landscape, covering from islands to mountains, which were difficult to access in the existing network generation. Moreover, it can effectively respond to the situation where the data traffic tremendously increased. Despite such provisioning, the wireless backhaul poses relatively various security threats and vulnerabilities due to the characteristics of wireless technologies. Several studies have been conducted to address the security problems; however, existing protocols do not support dynamic security policy and key management in a decentralized structure as well as secure handover in a specific scenario where Terminals (TMs) are moving. Motivated by this, we proposed the Mobile Terminal Handover Security Protocol (MoTH) to provide secure handover of mobile terminals between hubs. To solve the problem of existing protocols, a new entity called Backhaul Management Function (BMF) is introduced to support distributed and dynamic security policy and key management in each serving network of 5GB backhaul environment. The proposed protocol satisfies security requirements including authentication and key management, confidentiality, integrity, and perfect forward secrecy. Additionally, it supports policy and key update services, and optimized handover. The security and correctness of the proposed protocol are thoroughly verified using the two formal security analysis tools, BAN logic and Scyther. Additionally, the performance evaluation shows that the proposed protocol is efficient.

Index Terms—5G and Beyond (5GB), IoT, Wireless Backhaul, Hub Switching, Handover Security, Formal Verification

I. INTRODUCTION

The standardization phase of 5G communication wireless system has finally reached to its conclusion. The countries leading the research on 5G technology has already started to roll-out and consequently, consumers are now gradually experiencing some of its visioned core services. Meanwhile, the most anticipated technologies that 5G wireless system is expected to support are the Internet-of-things (IoT)-based solutions for various application such as telemedicine, autonomous cars, distance education, etc. [1]. However, as the proliferation of IoT-enabled services continue, the scale of connected devices is also expected to surge up to million-fold. Consequently, the volume of data traffic generated by these devices will defeat the wireless spectral efficiency of 5G. It is estimated that traffic volume per month will reach 4394 exabytes by 2030 [2]. For this reason, academe and industry has again synergized in conceptualizing 6G wireless technology to transcend the capabilities of 5G in handling larger data capacity and lower traffic latency to a more reliable connectivity of Internet-of-Everything (IoE) [3][4][5].

Backhaul infrastructure is one essential component in the mobile cellular network as it provides a link between the base station to the core network. Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) backhaul configuration is a serving point in the 5G set up specifically for providing new services and enabling key technologies for IT convergence [6]. To accommodate the seamless connectivity of massive IoT not only in 5G, but especially in 6G, strategic deployment of an additional backhaul is necessary while considering such configuration. In general scenarios, a wired backhaul is preferred, however, given the complexity of the urban areas and the accessibility of remote rural settlements, unconventional wireless backhaul deployment, either in static or mobile platforms, become an integral strategy both in 5G and beyond [7][8]. Logistically, wireless backhaul plays a major role in addressing key challenges under both generations in terms of flexibility, lesser effort, and rapid network establishment with great emphasis to
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isolated locations at an effective cost [9]. Furthermore, with the division of the network into multilayers, such as in ultra-dense networks, wireless backhaul is one of the solutions that need to be considered as well as resolve the key security issues around it [10]. With wireless backhaul, all security issues that prevail on the fronthaul security become important to manage, especially if the terminals are themselves mobile. Even if the security is provided using the existing core authentication schemes, their flexibility and adaptability along with signaling cost are major factors that affect the performance of the network [7][11][12]. With these, perfect forward secrecy during the handover, mutual authentication, handoff authentication, confidentiality, and integrity are the key security requirements of the network [13][14]. However, such provisioning is difficult to obtain as the network involves a complex architectural layout where terminals are moving, and the devices are affected by multiple key exchanges between the infrastructure itself. These types of setups need solutions with flexible security models that can adapt and coordinate their operations, such as encryption to facilitate the users with high-performance services.

There have been some works related to the backhaul security management, such as [6],[15], but the existing systems do not consider the requirement of flexible and adaptive key management along with session updates, which can elongate the security life of the network. This also saves a lot of updates which in return reduces the associated overhead on the reauthentication of the network. Additionally, some protocols are built around P2MP, which does not consider mobility management, as well as the handover of the entities and provides security in the static phase. In one of our earlier works, which provides P2MP backhaul security does not consider the handover, which is a key requirement for wireless backhaul.

In addition, existing studies did not consider the scenario of hub switching that could occur due to user movement, physical failure, or error. The proper hub switching can satisfy the availability to provide the user's continuous service in a variety of situations, from simple user movement to malicious attacks.

In an IoT-enabled smart city environment where seamless connections and secure resource sharing are steadily required, the availability that can be obtained through a hub switching scenario can be expected to dramatically increase QoE. Considering the large traffic of 5GB mobile communication, load balancing through hub switching can be applied.

With a focus on expanding the 5GB networks with wireless backhaul for IoT, it is required to consider the handover between the terminals that are operating under a HUB switching architecture. To resolve these requirements and the problem of secure handover on 5GB-based wireless P2MP backhaul, the following contributions are obtained in this paper:

1. A secure terminal handover protocol with P2MP backhaul setup over 5GB is proposed that uses the security functions for improved mobility control.
2. The protocol considers a scenario of hub switching focusing on the properties of authentication, confidentiality, integrity, secure key exchange, and perfect forward secrecy, all of which are bundled with a key concept of adaptive and flexible security provision through policy update phase.

3. The advantages of the proposed protocol, Mobile Terminal Handover (MoTH) are demonstrated in terms of security advantages using BAN logic and Scyther tool.
4. Comparison with one of our recently proposed protocol for P2MP backhaul security (Kim et al. [6]) as well as a host-based backhaul handover mechanism (Sharma et al. [15]) are provided in terms of computational overheads, signaling overheads and handover latency.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the related works, Section III gives the details of the proposed protocol, Section IV provides the formal analysis of the proposed protocol. Numerical evaluations are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the article with highlights of the future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Backhaul is a key part for extending the network which aims to the densification of services as well as infrastructure. It covers the link to the core of the network and plays a significant role in the efficient management of the entire network. In general, backhaul is operated through a wired medium, however, most recently with the extension of 5G non-standalone architecture, wireless backhaul has been a key area of focus to enhance the capabilities of the network. In particular, the use of mm Wave technologies has been the recent area to target for efficient backhaul management. However, despite several studies on the efficiency of backhaul, very limited has focused on the handover management considering that the entire system has a moving fronthaul and the connectivity between the backhaul and the core is based on the mobile entities. Some of the protocols that can ensure the security of the backhaul includes, Extensible Authentication Protocol-Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP-AKA) [16], Transport Layer Security (TLS) [17], Internet Key Exchange Mobility and Multihoming (IKEv2) [18], Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [19] and Point to Multi-point (P2MP) [6]. For these protocols, only P2MP has provided evident support for covering backhaul security, which forms the basis of the proposed protocol, however, in the current form, it cannot ensure the handover management, and it lacks backhaul management for supporting mobile terminals.

Apart from these, certain articles studied the mobility management of backhaul networks with and without the focus on security. However, these articles are not particularly focused on backhaul security and mobility management across it. Sharma et al. [15] considered a 5G-Xhaul scenario which included mobile TMs. The authors used Diffie-Hellman key exchange as a key operation for securing the handover operations. However, this protocol is host-initiated, which offers lower control to the network when the backhaul is involved. Moreover, under the P2MP single-relay scenario, the
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1 This work is an extension of our earlier version of P2MP protocol, which is improved to support mobility management for TMs under backhaul scenario by considering a dedicated backhaul management function.
performance of the protocol degrades, which should not happen as backhaul relies on such setup for communications.

Liyanage et al. [20] emphasized LTE-Backhaul security and provided different challenges associated with the security of backhaul traffic. The authors considered a fixed terminal LTE setup and discussed security issues around trusted domain-based and IPsec VPN-based backhaul architectures.

Kaloxylos et al. [21] focused on the session and mobility management in SDN-enabled 5G networks. The authors explored the 5G security functions of the 3GPP and suggested the methodologies for including SDN in 5G to increase the performance in the densification of the network.

Advantages of optimal security management can be followed in Sharma et al. [22]. The authors studied the current 5G security functions and discussed optimization problems associated with the key management and presented a study on the enhancement of security by having a flexible key update mechanism. The authors provided an evaluation on the identification of fail-safe points after which the keys should be updated to keep the network secure, especially targeting the backhaul of 5G networks. The authors used the vehicular setup as the end device and proposed a subdivision of the keys to bring security anchor functions near to the user to improve the overall performance of the network. However, the detailed security requirements and properties of handovers are not studied in this article.

Efficient mobility management is affected by joint access and backhaul optimization as studied by Rony et al. [23]. The authors presented a brief study on backhaul and fronthaul considering the futuristic 5G scenarios. However, the study does not consider the evolution of the mobile fronthaul or backhaul for enhancing the performance as well as the types of services over 5G networks. Hu et al. [24] focused on the integration of Media Independent Handover (MIH) and Software Defined Networks (SDN) for mobile backhaul systems. The approach used in their work relies on a preselection scheme to eliminate unqualified networks and generate a network ranking for efficient handover. The work is around the selection of optimal network in case multiple access technologies are available in the setup. Similar understanding can be followed in MIH-integrated setup studied in [25], which includes the integration of Fast-Proxy IPv6 with MIH to have efficient and media-independent mobility management.

In another article, Sharma et al. in [26], the authors proposed a secure protocol for distributed mobility management using blockchain. The authors considered network flattening a driving factor for proposing a security protocol. Although the protocol is secure, its performance is governed by the principles of the blockchain, which itself is slow to converge, and causes much consumption of resources. From the literature presented in this section, it can be summarized that backhaul security considering the mobile terminals is important, but none of the existing articles considers a network-initiated solution which not only enhances the security and does not compromise with the performance of the network.

### III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL

This section describes the details of the proposed protocol and encryption process. The proposed protocol provides the security of the 5GB wireless P2MP backhaul handover which is practical for ultra-dense scenarios related to IoT. The target environment of the proposed protocol is composed of terminal, hub, backhaul management function, and authentication server function, which are denoted as Terminal (TM), hub (HUB), Backhaul

---

**Fig. 1.** An IoT Network using 5GB wireless backhaul scenario for handover management.
Management Function (BMF), and Authentication Server Function (AS), respectively.

The protocol consists of three phases, Init phase, Policy Update phase (PU phase), and Handover phase (HO Phase). The complex network such as the target environment, mixed with TM and HUBs, needs to utilize the policy for efficient management. For this, the proposed protocol can update the policy with the PU phase when the network situation changed.

The wireless-backhaul handover protocol, depicted in Fig. 1, is considered for hub switching scenario based on 5G networks. The HUB switching can happen when the mobile device that was attached to the previous HUB moves to the area of the new HUB. In this case, HO phase is needed. The HO phase can provide a secure and fast handover between TM and HUBs. In addition, the session keys are exchanged between TM and HUB by the ECDHE (Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Ephemeral). Generally, the ECDHE has fewer resources and key values, but is known to be safer than the general Diffie-Hellman. And the ECDHE can provide the perfect forward secrecy with the ephemeral characteristic that destroys the key derived in the Diffie-Hellman step after a specific encryption operation required and creates a new key again when it necessary.

A. Assumptions and Security Requirements

Table I shows the notations used in this paper and its meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHUB</td>
<td>Previous Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nHUB</td>
<td>New Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Backhaul Management Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASF</td>
<td>Authentication Server Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>Policy Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>Handover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDᵩ</td>
<td>X’s identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>List of the available cryptographic algorithms, methods of authentication and key exchange, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>The selected methods from Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kₓᵧ</td>
<td>Pre-shared key between X and Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMK</td>
<td>Pre-Master Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td>Master Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Authentication Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK</td>
<td>Cipher Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kₛᵦ</td>
<td>Secret key of previous session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>AES128-CMAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>Timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nx</td>
<td>x-th nonce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assumptions made on the proposed protocol are as follows:

- It is assumed that a secret key $K_{TM,ASF}$ and the identifier of TM, $ID_{TM}$ are shared between TM and ASF.
- It is considered that the secure channels are formed by using the own shared key between pHUB, nHUB, BMF, and ASF.
- BMF generates the policy that contains the network state, the key exchange information, and the encryption strength.

The target security requirements of the proposed protocol are as follows:

- **Mutual authentication:** During the process, the communication participants should mutually authenticate each other.
- **Confidentiality:** Any unauthorized participants should not be able to read transmitted messages between authorized users.
- **Integrity:** Any unauthorized participants should not be able to change the transmitted messages between authorized users.
- **Secure key exchange:** After the process, both participants should negotiate the authentication key and the cipher key.
- **Perfect Forward Secrecy:** The current session key should not be derived in any way from the past one.

B. Proposed protocol

The proposed protocol consists of three phases: Init phase, PU phase, and HO phase.

1) Init Phase

In the first step, TM must authenticate with HUB and ASF to gain access to the network. Fig. 2 illustrates the authentication process of TM. The detailed descriptions of the protocol are as follows:

1. At the first connection of TM to the network, it sends the Auth_Req message to HUB. The message contains IDs of TM and HUB, freshly generated timestamp (ts) and nonce (n1), TM’s security capability, and CMAC value CM1. The CM1 value, which is calculated using MK, provides the authenticity and integrity of the message. Upon reception, the HUB forwards the Auth_Req message through BMF to ASF for authentication. When ASF receives the message, it first validates the timestamp (ts) if valid. If the timestamp (ts) is valid, ASF calculates the PMK with the shared secret ($K_{TM,ASF}$) and the received timestamp value. Subsequently, it derives MK from PMK as well as ts. Thereafter, ASF can verify the authenticity of Auth_Req message using CM1. If verification is valid, subsequent steps are performed.

2-a. ASF responds to the request by sending ASF_Auth_Res message that contains the pre-master key (PMK) to BMF over a secure channel.

2-b. Upon reception of ASF_Auth_Res, BMF calculates the master key (MK) using the received pre-master key (PMK) and timestamp. It also generates the policy according to the network condition and performance of each device. Thereafter, it forwards the ASF_Auth_Res message to HUB, but the content is replaced by the generated policy together with MK.
3. Upon receiving the ASF_Auth_Res message, HUB sends the Auth_Res message that includes the IDs of HUB and TM (IDHUB, IDTM), the nonce received in step 1 (n1), the freshly generated nonce (n2), the policy, and an optional Diffie-Hellman public key (g^Y). The inclusion of the Diffie-Hellman public key depends on the policy provided by the ASF. Additionally, CMAC (CM2) value over the message is calculated using MK and included to protect it. Subsequently, upon receiving the message, TM checks the message’s freshness by n1 and verifies it through CM2. If the verification is valid, TM generates an authentication key AK and an encryption key CK using MK, the two nonces n1 and n2, and the Diffie-Hellman key g^XY, if suggested in the policy. TM will then send its response to HUB.

4. TM will respond depending on the received policy. It sends the Auth_Request message together with the IDs (IDTM, IDHUB), the nonce received in step 3 (n2), and an optional Diffie-Hellman public key (g^X) to HUB. The Auth_Request message is protected by two CMACs CM3 and CM4. CM3 and CM4 are calculated using MK and the generated authentication key AK, respectively. Once this message is received by HUB, it will first verify the authenticity of the message by validating CM4. A valid result implies that the message can be trusted for coming from a legitimate TM. Additionally, HUB can establish trust with TM by having the same MK. In such case, the HUB subsequently verifies the received CM3. It validates the received CM3 by generating an authentication key AK and use it to compute the CMAC value of the message’s plaintext fields.

A positive comparison between the received CM3 and the computed value implies that the HUB can trust TM of having the same AK. If all validation is successful, the HUB responds with a confirm message to TM.

2) Policy Update Phase

The generated policy contains information of the network requirements which may include traffic capacity, transmission latency, security, supported cryptographic algorithms, and key exchange mechanisms. Policy update is initiated in situations where the encryption method must be strengthened or slightly relaxed in response to the network condition, or the key lifetime has expired. BMF monitors the network condition and decides if the policy needs an update or not. Fig. 3 illustrates the policy update phase, and the detailed descriptions are as follows:

1. If BMF decides to update the policy in response to the network condition, it sends PU_Init message to the HUB over the secure channel. The parameters included in this message are the fresh timestamp and master key MK, as well as the new policy.

2. Upon receiving the PU_Init message, the HUB generates the new authentication parameters such as the nonce (n1) and optional Diffie-Hellman public key (g^Y). These parameters, along with IDs of HUB and TM, the received ts, and the new policy are sent to TM in a PU_Init message. Additionally, CMAC value CM1 is included to protect the message. Once TM receives the message, it first checks the timestamp ts if it is
within a predefined range. In the positive case, TM verifies the authenticity of the message through CM1. If CM1 is valid, it will prepare its response to HUB.

3. Accordingly, TM generates the authentication parameters such as the nonce (n2) and an optional Diffie-Hellman public key \( (g^X) \) in accordance with the new policy. TM responds to the HUB with the PU_Res message that contains HUB’s and TM’s IDs, the authentication parameters, and two CMAC values CM2 and CM3. CM2 and CM3 are sequentially calculated using the new authentication key AK and master key MK, respectively. Upon reception, the HUB verifies the integrity of message through CM3. In positive cases, it also validates CM2. If the validation is successful, the HUB can trust TM of having the same MK and AK. Accordingly, the HUB confirms the policy update and the generation of new session keys.

4. HUB confirms by sending PU_Cfrm message to TM together with HUB’s and TM’s identifier, and the received nonce n2. In addition, CMAC CM4, which is generated using AK, is included to protect the message. Upon receiving the message, TM checks the received nonce n2 if it is the same with the one sent by it in the previous message. Subsequently, it verifies the message through CM4. In positive verification, TM could trust HUB for having the same AK. Additionally, this means that the policy update was successfully carried out.

3) **Handover Phase**

This paper considers TM to be mobile, hence it can transfer the connection from one HUB to another. In such scenario, the security context must be transferred from the previous HUB (pHUB) to the new HUB (nHUB). Figure 4 illustrates the process for the handover and the detailed descriptions are as follows:

0. The pHUB monitors the movement of TM. In case TM needs to transfer its point of attachment, the pHUB reports to BMF by transmitting the HO_Trigger message. Every time BMF receives a HO_Trigger message, it will initiate the handover procedures.

1. BMF prepares HO_Init message and transmits it to HUBs involved in the handover. The content of the message differs for each recipient. BMF sends the HO_Init message to the pHUB including the IDs of handover participants (TM, pHUB, nHUB), and the timestamp (ts), the new policy (policy\textsubscript{new}). On the other hand, the HO_Init message intended for nHUB includes the IDs of handover participants (TM, pHUB, nHUB), and the new policy (policy\textsubscript{new}), and the master key (MK). In this time, both HUBs can configure the channel for data transfer. This channel can provide the continuity of the data transmission.

2. After channel configuration, pHUB sends the HO_CMD message, excluding the ID of pHUB (ID\textsubscript{pHUB}) from the HO_Init message to TM. This message is protected by CMAC (CM1). When TM receives the HO_CMD message, TM can verify the CM1 via the master key MK\textsubscript{old} which is shared between TM and pHUB at the last session. If the verification of CM1 is positive, TM will prepare the handover request message.
3. The preparation of the request message HO_Auth_Req is based on the received new policy from pHUB. Accordingly, TM may include a Diffie-Hellman public key (g^n) together with freshly generated nonce n1, TM's and nHUB's identifiers in the message. It is also accompanied with CMAC CM2 for protection. Subsequently, the HO_Auth_Req message is transmitted to nHUB. Once this message is received by nHUB, it first validates CM2 using MK and responds to TM if valid. In such case, nHUB can trust that TM has the same master key MK.

4. In response to the HO_Auth_Req message, nHUB sends the HO_Auth_Resp message to TM, which includes the IDs of nHUB and TM, the received nonce n1 from previous messages, generated nonce n2, and an optional Diffie-Hellman public key (g^n). Additionally, HO_Auth_Resp message is protected by two CMAC CM3 and CM4. Upon reception, TM verifies CM using the new MK. The message is trustworthy if the validation is positive. Thereafter, TM also verifies CM3 using an authentication key AK. In case of positive result, TM can now trust nHUB of having same AK and confirm with nHUB.

5. TM confirms the key exchange during handover by sending the HO_Auth_Cfrm message. The message contains the IDs of TM and nHUB (IDTM, IDnHUB), the received nonce n2, and protected by CMAC value CM5. Subsequently, once nHUB receives the confirmation message, it validates its integrity using AK. If the validation is successfully, nHUB can fully trust TM. In addition, the positive result implies that the two parties must mutually authenticate each other and successfully exchange session keys.

6. Finally, nHUB sends the HO_Fin message to pHUB and BMF to inform them that the handover procedure, authentication, and key exchange were successful.

IV. Formal Verification

This section aims to the formal verification of the proposed protocol. In this case, the proposed protocol is verified through two widely applied tools: BAN logic [27],[28] and Scyther [29]. Using these tools, the proposed protocol can prove its safety. The BAN logic’s equations are provided at the end of the paper in APPENDIXs. Also, the results and codes for Scyther are provided as separate files.

A. Formal verification with BAN logic

BAN logic, introduced by Burrows, Abadi, and Needham, is a set of rules for verifying the target protocols. The formal
The verification with BAN logic is composed of three steps: (1) idealization, (2) assumption and goal, (3) derivation. For accurate verification, the BAN logic provides basic notations and rules as shown in Table II and Table III.

1) Init Phase

In the first step, the Init phase is idealized as shown in Equation 1 of APPENDIX A. Based on the idealization, the assumptions and goals are made and defined as shown in Equations 2 and 3 of APPENDIX A. The goals, (GI1) and (GI2) mean that the status information of network and device is exchanged securely. And (GI3) and (GI6) mean that the master key (MK) is securely distributed by BMF. Finally, (GI4) -(GI5) and (GI7) -(GI12) indicate that the authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are successfully exchanged between TM and HUB.

From the derivations (D1) -(D29), the Init phase achieves the goals (GI1) -(GI13). By the achieved goals, we can obtain the following lemmas:

Theorem 1: The Init phase of the proposed protocol is secure.

Lemma 1-1: The Init phase of the proposed protocol can provide mutual authentication.

Proof: The derived beliefs (D8) and (D16) show that both TM and HUB have mutually authenticated each other. Moreover, from the belief (D4), the TM authenticates to the serving networks. Therefore, it can show that the Init phase provides mutual authentication stronger.

Lemma 1-2: The authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are successfully exchanged between TM and HUB.

Proof: TM can believe AK and CK through the derived beliefs (D11) and (D12). On the other hand, HUB can believe the AK and CK through (D19) and (D20). However, these beliefs indicate that believe the key itself. The derived beliefs, (D23) -(D24) and (D28) -(D29), show that the indirect beliefs on AK and CK. By direct and indirect beliefs, we can show that the authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are successfully exchanged between TM and HUB.

Lemma 1-3: The Init phase of the proposed protocol provides the perfect forward secrecy.

Proof: From (D10) and (D18), TM and HUB are exchanged for the Diffie-Hellman session key g^XY by the ECDHE procedure. After these procedures, both participants remove their own private key. Therefore, the session key cannot be recovered, even other keys are exposed. In conclusion, the Init phase of the proposed protocol can provide the perfect forward secrecy.

Lemma 1-4: The Init phase of the proposed protocol can provide confidentiality and integrity.

Proof: The meaning of confidentiality represents that the message exchange performs based on the secure key exchange and the key security. The secure key exchange can be proved through Lemma 1-2. And the Init phase can provide the perfect forward secrecy through Lemma 1-3. On the other hand, integrity indicates that the message has not been altered. From (AI3) and (AI6), both TM and HUB believe the master key MK, and they can believe that the other believes the master key MK from (D9) and (D17).

2) Policy Update Phase

The policy update phase of the proposed protocol is idealized as shown in Equation 4 of APPENDIX B. In addition,
assumptions and goals are made and defined as shown in Equations 5 and 6 of APPENDIX B.

In Equation 6, the goals of the Policy Update phase are defined. The policy is the information on the network situation. By (GP1), the policy can be updated successfully. (GP2) and (GP5) are aims that the master key MK is securely distributed. Finally, (GP3) -(GP4) and (GP6) -(GP11) indicate that the authentication key AK and the cipher key CK have been securely exchanged between TM and HUB.

Based on the derivations, the goals defined as Equation 6 have been achieved. It means that the Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol is safe. Moreover, we can prove its safety through the following theorem and lemmas:

Theorem 2: The Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol is secure.

Proof: From (D57) and (D64), we can obtain that both MN and nHUB can mutually authenticate each other with MK. Further, the derivations (D60) and (D67), the authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are safely exchanged between TM and HUB.

Lemma 2-1: The Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol can provide mutual authentication.

Proof: From (D57) and (D64), we can obtain that both MN and nHUB can mutually authenticate each other with MK. With MK, both participants can believe that the message is sent from another participant.

Lemma 2-2: The authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are successfully exchanged between TM and HUB.

Proof: From (D57) and (D64), we can obtain that both MN and nHUB can mutually authenticate each other with MK. With MK, both participants can believe that the message is sent from another participant.

Lemma 2-3: The Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol can provide the perfect forward secrecy.

Proof: The perfect forward secrecy is one of the most important security requirements of the security protocol. It can protect the key from leaking. In this case, TM and HUB are exchanged for the ECDHE session key g^{XY} as (D33) and (D40). When they generate the ECDHE session key, both of the participants remove their own private key. Without both private keys, the session cannot be recovered. As a result, the session key has no relationship with the previous one.

Lemma 2-4: The Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol can provide confidentiality and integrity.

Proof: The confidentiality can be provided when secure key exchange and key safety are guaranteed. In our case, the secure key exchange can cover by Lemma 2-2. Furthermore, the key safety can cover by Lemma 2-3. On the other hand, integrity can be provided when the transmitted message should not be altered. Based on (D30), (D38), and (D49), the receiver can believe that the transmitted message is valid. Finally, we can show that the Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol can provide confidentiality and integrity.

As a result, the safety of the Policy Update phase of the proposed protocol (Theorem 2) can be demonstrated from Lemma 2-1 to Lemma 2-4.

3) Handover Phase

In the first step, the Handover phase is idealized as shown in Equation 7 of APPENDIX C. Based on the protocol assumptions and the security requirements, assumptions and goals are defined as shown in Equations 8 and 9 of APPENDIX C.

The goal (GH1) is related to transmit valid network status. In (GH2) and (GH5), the goals indicate the direct belief of the key distributed through BMF, and it can prove the integrity of the transmitted message. (GH3) -(GH4) and (GH6) -(GH7) are indicated direct beliefs of the participant about the keys AK and CK. In contrast, (GH8) -(GH11) represent the indirect beliefs of the participants in the keys AK and CK.

According to the derivation, we can derive the defined goals in Equation 9 and can be summarized as the following theorem and lemmas.

Theorem 3: The Handover phase of the proposed protocol is secure.

Proof: The derived beliefs, (D29) and (D37), show that both MN and HUB have mutually authenticated each other with MK. MN can generate MK when MN gets a valid timestamp. And HUB receives MK from BMF securely.

Lemma 3-1: The Handover phase of the proposed protocol can provide mutual authentication.

Proof: From (D57) and (D64), we can obtain that both MN and nHUB can mutually authenticate each other with MK. With MK, both participants can believe that the message is sent from another participant.

Lemma 3-2: The Handover phase of the proposed protocol can provide secure key exchange between TM and nHUB.

Proof: From the derivation, (D61) -(D62) and (D77) -(D78), we can prove that nHUB believes in AK and CK directly or indirectly. Furthermore, the derivations (D68) -(D69) and (D72) -(D73), indicate that TM believes AK and CK directly or indirectly. Through this, the Handover phase can support secure key exchange.

Lemma 3-3: The Handover phase of the proposed protocol can provide the perfect forward secrecy.

Proof: The authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are used to protect the messages exchanged between MN and nHUB. The perfect forward secrecy prevents the current key from being restored due to the key leak in the previous sessions. In every session, both participants randomly generate the ECDHE private key and discard it immediately after use. From (D60) and (D67), the authentication key AK and the cipher key CK are safe due to derived from g^{XY}.

Lemma 3-4: The Handover phase of the proposed protocol can provide confidentiality and integrity.

Proof: The confidentiality of Handover phase can be derived through the secure key exchange proved by Lemma 3-2 and the perfect forward secrecy proved by Lemma 3-3. On the other
hand, the integrity of Handover phase can be shown through derivation of the transmitted message as in (D58), (D65), and (D76).

As in Theorem 3, the Handover phase of the proposed protocol is secure. It can be demonstrated by Lemma 3-1 to Lemma 3-4 described above.

Finally, the results from Theorem 1 to Theorem 3 indicate that the proposed protocol can be secured through BAN logic.

B. Formal verification with Scyther

To strengthen the claims on the security of the protocol in the initial, policy-update and handover phases, Scyther was used for the formal verification as it helps to overcome the problems associated with the BAN logic [30]. It can support automated verification of the target protocol. The verification of Scyther is composed of three steps: (1) modeling, (2) verification, and (3) result. First, the target protocol must be modeled by the unique script of Scyther SPDL (Security Protocol Description Language). With the model of the target protocol, Scyther performs verification automatically and shows the results of the claim events. If the attack is found, Scyther shows the attack flow. The formal verification with Scyther must include the claim events. Claim events can support the checking about security properties such as authentication and secrecy. The details of claim events are available in [31]. For the formal verification of Scyther, we create and simulate protocol models for each phase of the proposed protocol. As a result, the statuses of all claim events are OK, and it shows that the proposed protocol is secure that secrecy as well as authentication. The verification results and its source codes of the proposed protocol are included in SUPPLEMENTARY FILE.

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, the proposed protocol is compared with the core security protocols (EAP-AKA [16], EAP-TLS [17], EAP-IKEv2 [18], HIP [19] and our earlier work P2MP [6]). According to Table IV, we can see that EAP-AKA and EAP-TLS do not support perfect forward secrecy. Moreover, policy update is only supported by P2MP and MoTH, while EAP-TLS, EAP-IKEv2, and HIP are failed to support against resource exhaustion attack. The optimized handover is only supported by MoTH. As a result, only the proposed protocol MoTH can support all the security properties. In addition, the proposed protocol is evaluated for computational overhead with the security protocols mentioned in Table IV. From Table V, it is observed that the computational overhead of the proposed protocol is better than EAP-TLS and EAP-IKEv2. In case of EAP-AKA, it seems to have less computational overhead than others, but it fails to support the required security properties such as perfect forward secrecy policy update, and optimized handover.

These comparisons suggest that the proposed protocol can provide efficient and secure handover in the backhaul scenario without excessive iterations of the security messages. In particular, the efficiency of the proposed protocol is suitable for IoT environments that is sensitive to resource consumption. The existing protocols used for comparison are usually modified to support handover, however, there are no evident studies available that have used these protocols for backhaul handover management. EAP-AKA if extended with proper security mechanisms, can be a useful candidate for handover management in backhaul. However, in the current form, there are several issues related to policy update, flexible handover management, TM attack resistance, and perfect forward secrecy, which are missing in its basic form [6].

To further understand the importance of the proposed protocol, we compared it for signaling overheads and handover latency in comparison with Sharma et al.’s protocol [15] which considers mobile terminals along with a user movement like a smart city setup. With a similar architecture, the protocol is a good match to the scenario and shares a clear consideration for showing performance comparisons. For evaluations, we relied on the methodologies of protocol evaluation presented in [32], [33], [34]. In the proposed protocol, the handover phase is used for these evaluations. In the given model, the signaling overheads with mobile terminals across the hub are given as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
<th>COMPARISON OF PROTOCOLS BY SECURITY PROPERTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>EAP-AKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP7</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1: Confidentiality, SP2: Integrity, SP3: Mutual authentication, SP4: Key exchange, SP5: Perfect forward secrecy, SP6: Policy update, SP7: Defense against resource exhaustion attack, SP8: Optimized Handover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O: Support, X: Not support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V</th>
<th>COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEADS OF DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS IN COMPARISON WITH THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL (MoTH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocols</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP-AKA [9] [17]</td>
<td>9C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP-TLS [9] [18]</td>
<td>1C₂ + 1C₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP-IKEv2 [9] [19]</td>
<td>3C₁ + 1C₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIP [9] [20]</td>
<td>1C₂ + 1C₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*P2MP [9]</td>
<td>8C₃ + 1C₇</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*MoTH (Non-handover)</td>
<td>6C₅ + 1C₇</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*MoTH (Handover)</td>
<td>2C₅ + 1C₈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoTH Total</td>
<td>7C₇ + 2C₉</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C₁ symmetric encryption/decryption overheads, C₂ asymmetric encryption/decryption overheads, C₃ digital signature overheads, C₄ signature validation overheads, C₅ one-way HMAC overheads, C₆ certificate validation overheads, C₇ puzzle-cryptographic challenge overheads, C₈ Diffie-Hellman operational overheads (*Only initial phase Diffie-Hellman is evaluated; and handover includes both previous and new hubs; ** can be skipped in the handover phase).
where \( Pr[F] \) is the probability of failure of links between the TM and the nearest serving hub, \( M \) is the message size for the transmission, and \( H_{\text{centry}} \) is the number of hops between the involved parties. Furthermore, the handover latency is dependent on the time delay associated with the computational overheads for the involved entities. In the proposed protocol, the major role players for the handover are the TM itself, followed by the pHub and BMF, whereas nHub is majorly responsible for the confirmation procedures. Now, considering the wireless linked backhaul with layer-2 delay (\( \alpha \)) and the time to acquire the first signal (\( \beta \)), the handover latency of MoTH is given by:

\[
H_L = 4T_{TM-Hub} + T_{Hub-Hub} + 4T_{Hub-BMF} + \left( I_{TM-ASF} + \alpha + \beta \right),
\] (5.2)

where \( I_{TM-ASF} = 4T_{TM-Hub} + T_{Hub-BMF} + T_{Hub-ASF} + T_{BMF-ASF} \). Here, \( T_{\text{centry}} \) is the associated delay in communication between the involved parties and \( I_{TM-ASF} \) is the communication overheads of the initial phase which takes place every time a TM boots or moves to the periphery of the new hub. Alongside this, the handover failure probability can be used to understand the extent of dependability of the protocol on the TM. Using the derivation in [32], the reliability of the handover can be expressed as:

\[
R_F = 1 - \frac{\mu E[H_L]}{1 + \mu E[H_L]},
\] (5.3)

where \( \mu = \frac{2V}{nR} \). Here, \( V \) is the average speed of the TM, \( R \) is the network coverage area for the hub and \( \frac{\mu E[H_L]}{1 + \mu E[H_L]} \) is the failure probability of the handover [32][33]. To follow the exact evaluations, we used common numerical simulations to analyze the performance of the proposed protocol and the existing protocol for Xhaul (backhaul part only) security as in Sharma et al. [15]. The numerical parameters used for the evaluations are given in Table VI.

### A. Multi-relay multi-hop network: IoT-enabled smart-city scenario

It is to be specifically considered that in multi-relay multi-hop setup network-based handover approaches have high signal consumption compared to the host-based approach (Sharma et al. [15]) as most of the signals are to be initiated by the network infrastructure. However, the major advantage is that the network-based approaches (MoTH) have a lower impact on the host and can provide better services at lower consumption of resources.

This is one of the advantages of using the proposed protocol for smart city applications where the number of end-users increases exponentially. In addition to this, with most of the approaches carried in the network, the entire handover process is independent of the type of the host, i.e., TM technologies and far more flexibility and better key updates along with reconfiguration can be obtained which otherwise are tedious to
attain with host-based approaches. Despite these key differences, we also provided the host-only impact along with the overall signaling overheads in the proposed approach in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

The overall cost may be higher but the signaling overheads for the TMs are lower, which shows that better performance can be obtained at lower consumption of resources. Moreover, with this, the security of the entire system is governed by the network infrastructure, offering a lower window to attackers that can compromise the TM. The probability of failure has a significant impact on the performance of the system. Here, a crucial point to be noted is with the increasing probability of failures, the overall signaling cost increases, however, from the host (TMs) point of view, the signaling overheads are lower in the proposed protocol as most of the impact of failure is covered by the signaling messages between the hubs and BMF.

Another parameter is the handover latency, which is proportional to the signaling overhead associated with the completion of the handoff. It is slightly higher in the case of MoTH, however, in terms of values, this is still limited and does not impact the overall performance of the system even with strong security requirements, as shown in Fig. 7. In the initial phase, the MoTH consumes 40 ms more time because of the inclusion of the long pass between the TM and BMF-ASF. However, this is overpowered by the security gains attained because of the involvement of the 5G security function as well as resource consumption of TM, which will considerably decrease as major of the operations are handled at the network level. The proposed approach reduces the burden on the TM by 50% for both signaling overhead and handover latency in comparison with Sharma et al. [15].

Fig. 7. Handover latency vs. time to acquire the signal for multi-relay multi-hop network.

\[\text{Handover Latency (ms) vs. time to acquire the signal (\text{\textbf{10ms}})}\]

**B. Single-relay multi-hop network: IoT-enabled industrial scenario**

Single-relay mode is the actual way of comparing protocols as it presents the details only relying on the messages which are shared between the entities. Even the delays in terms of handover latencies are the true representation of the message computational overheads, not the distance between the hops. We used the similar modeling as used in the multi-relay setup from Table VI and compared the protocol with Sharma et al. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the overall as well as the TM signaling overheads are lower for different message sizes as it only considers a single-relay network where the TM operates in the direct periphery of the hubs and the hubs are only two-hop distance from the ASF.

Alongside this, Fig. 10 shows the impact of the signaling overheads on the handover latency in the single-relay mode. As host-based protocols [15], which are driven by the maximum signals at the TM and the proposed protocol has maximum operation at the network, the decrease in the number of relays improves the performance of the proposed protocol by 16.6%. It can be observed that TM latency is unaffected irrespective of the mode of operation and it remains high for the host-initiated protocols.

Irrespective of the multi-relay or single-relay system (any application), Fig. 11 helps to understand the reliability of the handover at the TM end when it is moving across the network. The results show that as most of the signals in the MoTH are carried between the network entities, its reliability is higher than the protocol proposed in Sharma et al. [15].

Generally, once the initial phase is executed, the key update phase is called after the key lifetime is expired. The frequency of this phase is decided based on the security level. Here is a trade-off between security and efficiency. That is, the more frequently the key update phase is called, the stronger the security becomes. In this case, the key update overhead...
increases while sacrificing efficiency. In the opposite case, the key update overhead decreases while sacrificing security. Irrespective of this, the protocol offers updates at comparable rates. Specifically, the security reliability of the update phase can help to understand how much the impact of the additional overheads are caused on the overall operations, as shown in Fig. 12, assuming that the line of sight is available during the update phase, and there is no additional latency associated with it. It is evident from the figure that with updates, an overhead of 80 and 240 ms are added for single-relay and multi-relay, respectively. However, this provides a reliability of 0.26 and 0.11, respectively, in the policy update phase for a fast-moving TM, which otherwise would require re-initialization. Here, the trade-off can be understood by skipping the additional security mechanism of the update phase, which can enhance the reliability of handover up to 0.4 of the range of the network is up to 400 m. It is to be noted that the existing protocols even for fronthaul security are not considering the policy update phase and lack their position on flexible and adaptive security.

Thus, it can be expressed that with a network-based mechanism, MoTH offers reliable handover with better security features for backhaul networks at a comparable handover latency and signaling overheads that can be considered as an essential solution for providing backhaul handover security for smart city applications and their industrial setup.

VI. CONCLUSION

Flexible and adaptive handover management can enhance the security of 5G-enabled IoT networks. With the inclusion of mobile terminals across the Hub-switch architecture as a backhaul, the security becomes tedious to attain as factors like perfect forward secrecy, non-compromising entities become important to attain. The resolution of these issues helps to obtain an efficient and secure network with better coverage as mobile terminals can be used for providing services in non-reachable areas. This paper considered mobility management across the backhaul and proposed a protocol, MoTH, which uses the basics of P2MP-backhaul security protocol. The proposed protocol is adaptive and periodic key updates to ensure the security of the parties involved in the handover. The protocol can protect information and secure exchange messages between the terminals that move across the hubs. The use of 5G security functions helps to derive a backhaul mobility function which regulates the handover procedures. The proposed protocol can serve as the basis for further development as most of the existing works are focused on backhaul mobility management, and the ones which focus on backhaul security do not cover the handovers. The security of the proposed protocol is demonstrated by using the BAN logic and its correctness is derived using Scyther tool.

Furthermore, the protocol is compared with some of the existing security protocols, which predominately operate for device authentication and authorization. The proposed protocol provides secure handover in a backhaul environment at comparable computational overheads. Alongside this, a numerical case study showed the impact of the protocol in a multi-relay multi-hop and single-relay multi-hop network in terms of signaling overheads and handover latency. The proposed protocol improves the issues associated with the dependencies on the host as it is a network initiated and such facilitation lowers the burden on the terminals, thus, improving the overall reliability of the network. However, currently, the multi-relay multi-hop network shows some additional overheads, although negligible, these can be improved by appropriately designing the security functions and selecting

![Fig. 10. Handover latency vs. time to acquire the signal for single-relay multi-hop network.](image)

![Fig. 11. TM’s reliability vs. range of the network (coverage).](image)

![Fig. 12. Handover reliability during policy update phase vs. range of the network (coverage).](image)
their placement in the network to reduce the number of passes. Such tasks are not dealt with in the current version and left to the future works.

APPENDIX AND SUPPLEMENTARY FILES

The BAN logic equations are provided at the end of the paper as Appendix, and the codes for Scyther are provided as separate files.
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APPENDIX A. FORMAL VERIFICATION WITH BAN LOGIC (INIT PHASE)

(E1) \( TM \to ASF: (ID_{TM}, ID_{ASF}, ts, n_1, capability)_{KTM,ASF} \)

(E2) \( HUB \to TM: (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_2, g^T, policy, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

(E3) \( TM \to HUB: (ID_{TM}, ID_{HUB}, n_2, g^r, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK}, (TM \Rightarrow HUB, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

(E4) \( HUB \to TM: (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, TM \Rightarrow HUB, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

EQUATION 1. Idealizations (Init Phase)

(A11) ASF believes \( TM_{KTM,ASF} \Rightarrow ASF \)

(A12) ASF believes \#(ts) \( TM_{MK} \)

(A13) TM believes \( TM \Rightarrow HUB \)

(A14) TM believes \#(n_1) \( g^T \)

(A15) TM believes \( TM \Rightarrow TM \)

(A16) HUB believes \( TM \Rightarrow HUB \)

(A17) HUB believes \#(n_2) \( g^r \)

(A18) HUB believes \( TM \Rightarrow HUB \)

(A19) HUB believes \( TM \Rightarrow HUB \)

(AI10) TM believes \( TM \Rightarrow HUB \)

EQUATION 2. Assumptions (Init Phase)

(G11) ASF believes TM believes ID_{TM}

(G12) TM believes HUB believes ID_{HUB}

(G13) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G14) TM believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G15) TM believes TM \( \Rightarrow TM \)

(G16) HUB believes TM believes ID_{TM}

(G17) HUB believes TM believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G18) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G19) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G20) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G21) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G22) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G23) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

(G24) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \)

EQUATION 3. Goals (Init Phase)

From (11), we derive:

(D1) ASF sees \( (ID_{TM}, ID_{ASF}, ts, n_1, capability)_{KTM,ASF} \)

(D2) ASF believes TM said \( (ID_{TM}, ID_{ASF}, ts, n_1, capability) \) by (D1), (A11), MM

(D3) ASF believes TM believes \( (ID_{TM}, ID_{ASF}, ts, n_1, capability) \) by (D2), (A12), FR, NV, BC

(D4) ASF believes TM believes ID_{TM} by (D3), BC

From (12), we derive:

(D5) TM sees \( (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_1, n_2, g^r, policy, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

(D6) TM believes HUB said \( (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_1, n_2, g^r, policy, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \) by (D5), (A13), MM

(D7) TM believes HUB believes \( (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_1, n_2, g^r, policy, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \) by (D6), (A14), FR, NV

(D8) TM believes HUB believes ID_{HUB} by (D7), BC

(D9) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D7), BC

(D10) TM believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D6), BC, (A15), DH

(D11) TM believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D10), (A13), (D7), BC

(D12) TM believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D10), (A13), (D7), BC

From (13), we derive:

(D13) HUB sees \( (ID_{TM}, ID_{HUB}, n_1, n_2, g^T, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

(D14) HUB believes TM said \( (ID_{TM}, ID_{HUB}, n_1, n_2, g^T, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \) by (D13), (A16), MM

(D15) HUB believes TM believes \( (ID_{TM}, ID_{HUB}, n_1, n_2, g^T, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \) by (D14), (A17), FR, NV

(D16) HUB believes TM believes ID_{TM} by (D15), BC

(D17) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D15), BC

(D18) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D16), BC, (A18), DH

(D19) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D18), (A16), (D14), BC

(D20) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D18), (A16), (D14), BC

(D21) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D13), (D19), MM

(D22) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D21), (A19), FR, NV

(D23) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D22), BC

(D24) HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D22), BC

From (44), we derive:

(D25) TM sees \( (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

(D26) TM believes HUB said \( (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \) by (D25), (D11), MM

(D27) TM believes HUB believes \( (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, TM \Rightarrow HUB)_{MK} \) by (D26), (A110), FR, NV

(D28) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D27), BC

(D29) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Rightarrow HUB \) by (D27), BC
APPENDIX B. FORMAL VERIFICATION WITH BAN LOGIC (POLICY UPDATE PHASE)

(15) \( HUB \rightarrow TM: (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, ts, n_1, policy, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

(16) \( TM \rightarrow HUB: (ID_{TM}, ID_{HUB}, n_1, n_2, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK}, (TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

(17) \( HUB \rightarrow TM: (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_2, TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

EQUATION 4. Idealizations (Policy Update Phase)

(AP1) TM believes \( TM \Leftarrow HUB \)

(AP2) TM believes \#(ts) \( TM \)

(AP3) TM believes \( g^T \) \( TM \)

(AP4) HUB believes \( TM \Leftarrow HUB \)

(AP5) HUB believes \#(n_1) \( TM \)

(AP6) HUB believes \( TM \Leftarrow HUB \)

(AP7) HUB believes \( g^T \) \( HUB \)

(AP8) TM believes \#(n_2) \( TM \)

EQUATION 5. Assumptions (Policy Update Phase)

(GP1) TM believes HUB believes policy

(GP2) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP3) TM believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP4) TM believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP5) HUB believes TM believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP6) HUB believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP7) HUB believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP8) HUB believes TM believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP9) HUB believes TM believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP10) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

(GP11) TM believes HUB believes TM \( \Leftarrow HUB \)

EQUATION 6. Goals (Policy Update Phase)

From (15), we derive:

\( (D28) TM \text{ sees } (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, ts, n_1, policy, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

\( (D29) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ said } (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, ts, n_1, policy, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

\( (D30) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ believes } (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, ts, n_1, policy, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

From (16), we derive:

\( (D31) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D30), BC \)

\( (D32) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D30), BC \)

\( (D33) TM \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D33), (AP1), (AP3), DH \)

\( (D34) TM \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D33), (AP1), (AP3), BC \)

\( (D35) TM \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D33), (AP1), (AP3), BC \)

From (17), we derive:

\( (D39) HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D38), BC \)

\( (D40) HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D37), BC, (AP6), DH \)

\( (D41) HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D40), (AP4), (D37), BC \)

\( (D42) HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D40), (AP4), (D37), BC \)

\( (D43) HUB \text{ believes } TM \text{ said } (n_1, n_2, TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

\( (D44) HUB \text{ believes } TM \text{ believes } (n_1, n_2, TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{MK} \)

\( (D45) HUB \text{ believes } TM \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D44), BC \)

\( (D46) HUB \text{ believes } TM \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D44), BC \)

\( (D47) TM \text{ sees } (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_2, TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

\( (D48) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ said } (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_2, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

\( (D49) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ believes } (ID_{HUB}, ID_{TM}, n_2, g^T, TM \Leftarrow HUB, TM \Leftarrow HUB)_{AK} \)

\( (D50) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D49), BC \)

\( (D51) TM \text{ believes } HUB \text{ believes } TM \Leftarrow HUB \text{ by } (D49), BC \)
APPENDIX C. FORMAL VERIFICATION WITH BAN LOGIC (HANDOVER PHASE)

(I8) pHUB → TM: (IDHub,IDTM,ts,policy)Mold

(I9) TM → nHub: (IDTM,IDHub,n1,g^X,TM ⊸ nHub)MK

(110) nHub → TM: (IDHub,IDTM,n1,2,g^Y,TM ⊸ nHub)AK

(111) TM → nHub: (IDTM,IDHub,n2,TM ⊸ nHub,TM ⊸ nHub)AK

EQUATION 7. Idealizations (Handover Phase)

(AH1) TM believes TM ⊢ pHUB

(AH2) TM believes #(ts)

(AH3) nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub

(AH4) nHub believes # (TM ⊸ nHub)

(AH5) nHub believes g^Y ⊸ nHub

(AH6) nHub believes #(n1)

(AH7) TM believes TM ⊢ nHub

(AH8) TM believes # (n1)

(AH9) TM believes g^Y ⊸ TM

EQUATION 8. Assumptions (Handover Phase)

(GH1) TM believes pHUB believes policy

(GH2) nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH3) nHub believes TM ⊸ nHub

(GH4) nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH5) TM believes nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH6) TM believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH7) TM believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH8) TM believes nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH9) TM believes nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH10) nHub believes TM believes TM ⊢ nHub

(GH11) nHub believes TM believes TM ⊢ nHub

EQUATION 9. Goals (Handover Phase)

From (I8), we derive:

(D56) nHub sees (IDpHub,IDTM,n1,g^X,TM ⊸ nHub)MK

(D57) nHub believes TM said (IDTM,IDHub,n1,g^Y,TM ⊢ nHub) by (D56), (AH3), MM

(D58) nHub believes TM believes

[(IDTM,IDHub,n1,g^Y,TM ⊢ nHub)]MK by (D57), (AH4), FR, NV

(D59) nHub believes TM believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D58), BC

(D60) nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D57), BC, (AH5), DH

(D61) nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D60), (AH3), (AH6), BC

(D62) nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D60), (AH3), (AH6), BC

From (I10), we derive:

(D63) TM sees (IDHub,IDTM,n1,2,g^Y,TM ⊢ nHub)MK (n1,n2,TM ⊢ nHub,TM ⊢ nHub)AK

(D64) TM believes nHub said

[(IDHub,IDTM,n1,2,g^Y,TM ⊢ nHub)]MK by (D63), BC, (AH7), MM

(D65) TM believes nHub believes

[(IDHub,IDTM,n1,2,g^Y,TM ⊢ nHub)]MK by (D64), (AH8), FR, NV

(D66) TM believes nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D65), BC

(D67) TM believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D64), BC, (AH9), DH

(D68) TM believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D67), (AH7), (AH9), BC

(D69) TM believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D67), (AH7), (AH9), BC

(D70) TM believes nHub said (n1,n2,TM ⊢ nHub,TM ⊢ nHub) by (D63), (D68), MM

(D71) TM believes nHub believes

[(n1,n2,TM ⊢ nHub,TM ⊢ nHub)]MK by (D70), (AH8), FR, NV

(D72) TM believes nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D71), BC

(D73) TM believes nHub believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D71), BC

From (I11), we derive:

(D74) nHub sees (IDpHub,IDTM,n2,2,TM ⊢ nHub,TM ⊢ nHub)AK

(D75) nHub believes TM said

[(IDpHub,IDTM,n2,2,TM ⊢ nHub,TM ⊢ nHub)]MK by (D74), (D60), MM

(D76) nHub believes TM believes

[(IDpHub,IDTM,n2,2,TM ⊢ nHub,TM ⊢ nHub)]MK by (D75), (AH6), FR, NV

(D77) nHub believes TM believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D76), BC

(D78) nHub believes TM believes TM ⊢ nHub by (D76), BC